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800mm Rails:
792mm Square
775mm Round

600mm Rails:
592mm Square
575mm Round

Consider utilizing noggings with 18mm construction 
plywood to cover a larger area if the precise position 
cannot be determined at the beginning of the job.

Place noggings the correct distance apart 
depending on rail(s) being installed.

WALL SETUP - (VERTICAL INSTALLATION SHOW)

IMPORTANT: It is not advisable to solely fasten 
into plasterboard or cement sheeting.

NOTE: FOR HORIZONTAL INSTALLATIONS USE 
SAME MEASUREMENTS ROTATED 90°

Tiling Cement Sheet Nogging

IN0624_revD
PHOENIX SINGLE HEATED TOWEL RAIL

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

= "_" Output

Power Button

These wires not needed.

= "+" Input

Connector for other two Rails.
12V Transformer240V
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WIRING SETUP
WARNING: MUST BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED LICENSED ELECTRICIAN AND 

COMPLY WITH LOCAL & NATIONAL STANDARDS

Ensure that the transformer is not connected to the power when wiring.

Connector for Rail with 
Button and Transformer
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3a

3b
FIXING KIT

Wall 
Toggles

(PLASTER)

Wall Plug
(BRICK)

Wall Mounting Block

Screws

Grub Screws

Allen Key

SQUAREROUND

600mm/800mm Rails

Drill holes at appropriate lengths depending on rail(s) 
being installed.

Drill 2mm pilot 
holes into wall with 
wood nogging for 
easier installation 
of rail brackets.

Feed wires through 
bottom two holes.

800mm Rails:
*792mm Square
*775mm Round

600mm Rails:
*592mm Square
*575mm Round

WARNING: In order to avoid a hazard for very young 
children, this appliance should be installed so that the 

base of the rail is at least 600mm above the floor .

DRILLINGS IF CAVITY BEHIND WALL

DRILLINGS IF NOGGING BEHIND WALL

800mm Rails:
*792mm Square
*775mm Round

600mm Rails:
*592mm Square
*575mm Round

10mm
6mm Wall Plug

10mm Wall Toggle

BRICK OR PLASTER

2mm

Drill 6mm top hole if Wall Plugs are being used.
OR 

10mm hole if Wall Toggles are used.

NOTE: FOR HORIZONTAL INSTALLATION ROTATE THE 
DRILLING PATTERN 90° WITH SINGLE HOLE LINING UP 

WITH FIXING SCREW HOLE.
USE WALL BRACKET TO MARK HOLES.

2MM HOLE MUST ALWAYS LINE UP 
WITH FIXING GRUB SCREW.

DRILL HOLES 
THROUGH WALL 

WITHIN THIS 
SECTION FOR 

TRANSFORMER 
WIRES

2mm

DRILL HOLES 
THROUGH WALL 

WITHIN THIS 
SECTION FOR 

TRANSFORMER 
WIRES

6MM/10MM HOLE MUST ALWAYS 
LINE UP WITH FIXING GRUB SCREW.

*ALWAYS MEASURE USING ACTUAL PRODUCT *

6mm/
10mm
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6mm 10mm

IF INSTALLING IN BRICK IF INSTALLING IN PLASTER

4

6

5

Place Towel Rail onto the wall brackets, connecting correct wires and feeding 
them through the holes where possible.

WARNING: MUST BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED LICENSED 
ELECTRICIAN AND COMPLY WITH  LOCAL & NATIONAL STANDARDS

Wire

WIRE CONNECTORS



DISCLAIMER:

While we aim to ensure the specificaons shown 
are correct at the me of prinng, we reserve the 
right to make modificaons without prior noce.  
Always use the physical product measurements for 
mark-ups and roughing-in as the line drawing shown 
may differ from the actual product over me.

This product is suitable for all construcon
methods; Timber, brick, rammed earth etc -Provided 
it is installed to the guidelines specified in this 
instrucon.

*All measurements are shown in millimeters.

SAFETY:

It is advised to have a qualified electrician install and 
test heated accessories in compliance with the 
latest local regulaons. We recommend installing 
heated accessories onto a level wall, ensuring that 
the bo om is at least 600mm from the floor, and 
maintaining a 300mm clearance from permanent 
fixtures.

To prevent any potenal hazards, the manufacturer, 
its service agent, or similarly qualified individuals 
must replace the damaged supply cable.

- Make sure that the transformer is easily reachable 
and has sufficient venllaon.

- Make sure that mers or switches are installed in 
the appriopriate zones based on the IP rang of the 
mer/switch.

- The towel rail is to be installed so that switches 
and other controls cannot be touched by a person in 
the bath or shower.

- When placing the heated accessory in damp areas, 
carefully follow and comply with electrical 
guidelines.

WARRANTY:

Please refer to the full warranty statement enclosed 
with the product before installing. 

MAINTENANCE AND CARE:

- Metal surfaces should be cleaned with mild liquid 
detergent or soap and water. 

- Do not use cream cleaners or citrus based cleaning 
products, as they are abrasive. 

- Use of unsuitable cleaning agents may damage the 
surface. Any damage caused in this way will not be 
covered by warranty.

- Refrain from placing the heated accessory into any 
liquid, avoiding complete immersion.

- Make sure to safeguard your heated accessory by 
using an appropriately rated RCD circuit.

- Make sure that when mulple rails are connected 
to individual transformers, they are wired in parallel 
to the switch /mer.

- It is essenal to closely supervise children to 
ensure they do not engage in play with the 
appliance.

- Make sure the transformer is posioned within a 
maximum distance of 2 meters from the heated 
accessory.

- Do not use the accessory to support towels or any 
other items that have come into contact with oil, 
petroleum-based products, or dry cleaning fluids.

- Unless supervised or instructed by a responsible 
person regarding its usage and safety, individuals 
(including children) with reduced physical, sensory, 
or mental capabilies, or those lacking experience 
and knowledge, should refrain from using the 
appliance.
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